According to an article published by The Hacker News in 2006 [1] 21.549 websites defaced by Turkish hacker team, Iskorpitx. It was the largest defacement in web history. Zone-h, the largest defaced website archives [2] listing 11.107.846 websites became the victims of defacement attack. So how about educational institution websites? Are they become the target of defacement attack? In point of fact, University of Maryland, North Dakota University, Butler University, Indiana University and Arkansas State University became the victims of data breach by malicious attacker, the data breach was larger than data breach attack on Sony [3] . After analysing the data filtered from Zoneh archives, we retrieved that the defaced websites belong to educational institution in ASEAN countries; Indonesia (11.615 websites), Malaysia (3.512 websites), Singapore (312 websites), Vietnam (3.294 websites), Thailand (9.860 websites), Brunei Darussalam (30 websites), Cambodia (65 websites), LAO PDR (9 websites), Myanmar (6 websites), Philippines (978 websites) have been defaced in 2015. This paper will analyse the motive, attack methods, risks, impacts and mitigations of defacement attack in educational institutions. MECEES, OWASP and Risk IT will be used as framework. Hacked educational institutions will lead to critical risks.
Introduction
Zone-h lists 11.107.846 websites became the victims of defacement attack in 2015. After analysing the data filtered from Zone-h archives, we collected that the defaced websites belong to educational institution in ASEAN countries; Indonesia (11.615 websites), Malaysia (3.512 websites), Singapore (312 websites), Vietnam (3.294 websites), Thailand (9.860 websites), Brunei Darussalam (30 websites), Cambodia (65 websites), LAO PDR (9 websites), Myanmar (6 websites), Philippines (978 websites) have been defaced in 2015.
This paper will analyse the motives by using MECESS, attack methods, risks and impacts by using OWASP and mitigation of defacement attack in educational institution by using Risk IT framework. In the table 1 below, we filtered the defaced ASEAN countries' websites from Zone-h website with these conditions: The comparison of defaced websites belong to educational institution in ASEAN countries filtered from Zone-h website shows in the figure 2 below: Educational Institution Websites Defacement
Overview

Website Defacement
Website Defacement is an attack on a website that modify the visual appearance [6] . Website defacement usually change the entire webpage. This page usually put the defacer's pseudonym or the defacer's hacking team. Sometimes, the website defacer makes fun of the system administrator for failing to login to the hacked system.
Educational Institution Website
Educational institution is defined as an entity which organize to conduct and maintain its identity where people of different ages receive an education. Where website means a set of interconnected webpages in World Wide Web [7] . Educational institution website refers to the interconnected web pages to deliver information about education.
OWASP
OWASP, Open Web Application Security Project was found in December 1 st 2001 as non-profit organization [8] . The purpose of OWASP is to conceive, develop, acquire, operate and maintain the applications. The approach is based on attack vectors to deliver the secure web application. In the figure 3 below shows OWASP risks to business impact due to malicious attack vectors: 
MEECES
Attacker will leave a message in any defaced website. Any message is motive. MEECES will be used to analyze this motive. MEECES is an acronym for Money, Entertainment, Ego, Cause, Entrance to Social Group and Status which stated as general hacking motives by Max Kilger in one of Honeynet Project publication [10] . MEECES will be used to find the probability motive in defacing educational institution website.
Risk IT Framework
Risk IT is designed by ISACA to assists enterprise company to manage any risk related to information technology threats [11] . In the figure 4 below describes the Risk IT components consist of Risk Governance, Risk Response and Risk Evaluation [12] . Manage Risk points in Risk Response component will be used to build attack mitigation in handling website defacement attack vector especially for educational institution website. Figure 4 below shows the Risk IT components those are mentioned above: 
Zone-h
Zone-h is the largest global website defacement archives [14] that was found in Estonia on March 2, 2002 . Once a defaced website is submitted to Zone-H, it will be mirrored on the Zone-H servers, the administrator of Zone-h will crosscheck which is the submitted defaced websites valid or not. This portal contains of IT security news, digital trend news, geo-politics, analyses, forums and researches.
Problem Statement
The objective of this paper is to answer these below questions: 1. Website Defacement motives in Educational Institution 2. What is the method used by the hackers to deface educational institution? 3. What is the risk and impact to the defaced websites belong to educational institutions 4. What is the mitigation to this attack?
Expected Outcome
After analyze the questions above, we expects the result of this analysis will get many advantages for educational institutional as their reflection on their own IT infrastructure security to indicate the weakness points based on OWASP and build mitigation procedure based on Risk IT Framework. The works is also intended to bridge the gap between technical level and managerial level in understanding the risks and mitigations.
Theoretical Framework
We will use below data and knowledge resources in this work: 1. Website defacement motives -MEECES 2. Website defacement methods -OWASP 3. Website defacement risks and impacts -OWASP 4. Website defacement mitigations -Risk IT Framework
Related Works
Vulnerability impact of website hacking is very dangerous [15] , concept and framework to mitigate the issues should be developed to decrease the impact and risk. Marcius et. al has developed Ontological approach [16] to a risk mitigation to reduce gaps between developer and security knowledge. Information security in not only engineer and consultant responsibility, CIO is also need to understand the business requirements for information security [17] . To eliminate the gaps between the operational and managerial level understanding in risk mitigation regarding website hacking especially in educational institution website, we develop the mitigation concept to mitigate the risk by bridging the OWASP Top 10 2013 and Risk IT framework.
Methods
Defacement Motives
By analyze more than 100 HTML pages of mirrored defaced website randomly from educational institution websites in ASEAN countries, we filtered the defaced websites from http://www.zone-h.org, we found that the attacker left message(s) in defaced websites. This motives will be mapped in to MEECES. We have results as shown in the table 2 below: Graphically as shown in figure 5 below as the result of table 2 above: 
Defacement mo+ves in Educa+onal Ins+tu+on Websites in ASEAN
From the 100 defaced educational institution websites we found that a template can interpret more than one motives. The description of the result can be described as below:
• Motives: Money There is no motives found which the attacker asked the educational institution to transfer money after the attack.
• Motives: Entertainment
In this analyzed defacement educational institution websites we found funny messages, funny images, no clear message, personal defacing in the defaced websites. This criteria will be included in Entertainment motives. Sample of this messages:
"Admin'e Ojo Ngopi Ae… wkwkwkwkwk", "Tidak akan pernah ada bangsa* diantara kami!", "Sorry Admin websitenya kurang aman …", "… Aku kangen kamu lho …", "By defacer tersakiti".
• Motives: Ego
Ego motives is regarding intellectual challenge, not interest in any recognition. As this defaced websites show the trace and message, this motive is not valid.
• Motives: Cause Cause motive consist of any message to deliver protest regarding a policy, religion, political contains. Sample of this messages:
"pertandingan dikit aja tawuran pake teriak2 slogan gituan. Duh tong malu ane tong …", "Negara Malaysia sekarang sudah gegar dengan pelbagai kekotoran … Najib sudah buat kepada rakyat! …", "OpChina action must fail", "ISIS Doesn't represent Islam …", "Save KPK …", "Turunkan harga kenderaan. Kami tak mampu nak tunggu …",
• Motives: Entrance to Social Group and Status
This motive is motivated by the attacker community acts to show their skill to their rival, the attacker country vs other countries. Sample of this messages:
"Hacked by ", where the attacker is All_Indonesian_Hackers (Indonesia) and the victim is www.amc.edu.my (Malaysia) "Thanks to: All Crew", where the attacker: JayZet (Indonesia) and the victim is www.rks.ac.th (Thailand) "… Turkish Hacker", where the attacker is BorLak (Turkish) and the victim is www.kibi.edu.kh (Cambodia)
Methods Used to Deface Educational Institution Websites
According to Prof. Vivek Richariya, the most common method of defacement is by using SQL injection which is in web application area [18] . Since this statement, we used Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 -2013 attack vectors in the table 3 below [19] will be used as the framework to find more methods used to deface a website. 
Defacement Risks (OWASP) and Mitigation (Risk IT)
Based on the risk methods and its impacts by using OWASP (low level), the risk of defaced websites belong to educational institutions will face the risks in table 5 below, the risks to business impacts will be translated to business term by using Risk IT framework (high level) and finally the required mitigations those comply with Risk IT framework in the result chapter: 
Results
Attacker Motives in Defacing Educational Institution Websites
As the result after analyzed 100 defaced education institution websites, Entertainment motive is the most motive used by the attacker in performing educational institution website defacement (77), then Entrance to Social Group motive (62) and Status motive (20) . This Entertainment motive becomes the highest motives due to most of universities use published website templates [22] and share them [23] where the fact is the published templates have many vulnerabilities comparing to selfdeveloped website template, self-developed University website template will encourage the University to develop and authorize the security aspects of their website template [24] .
Risk Mitigation for Defacing Educational Institution Websites
During this work, we have combined OWASP and RISK IT. The flow process of the combined frameworks as below figure 6: Based on the figure 6 above, we complied the data from table 5 above as the Input and Impact and the risk mitigation (Output) by using RR3.1 -Maintain incident response plans. The result is as described in the table 6 below: 
Conclusion
Attack on Educational institution websites such as defacement usually performed by newbie (attacker with lower skill) to show off or entertainment, just for fun, motivated by the community and some fundamental cause such as a protest to a policy, religion or political. The impact is high, where the reputation of academic institution which is defaced will be devastated. Based on the analysis of motives, methods, risks, impacts and mitigation faced by defaced educational institution websites, we conclude that risk mitigation should be performed to decrease the risk impacts.
